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What
is a business
idea and
Business
opportunity



A Business Idea is a concept (thought) which can be used for commercial

purposes. It typically centres on a commodity or service that can be sold for

money, according to a unique model. Finding a good idea is the first step in the

task of converting an entrepreneur’s creativity into a business opportunity. A good

idea does not always translate into a good opportunity.

It is perhaps the toughest part of all the entrepreneur’s efforts. Choosing the right

source and the right mix of finance is a key challenge for every entrepreneur. The

process of selecting the right source of finance involves in-depth analysis of each

and every source of fund. For an idea to be an opportunity it must be attractive,

durable and timely, can be packaged into a product or service, which creates or

adds value to a customer.



A business opportunity involves sale of any product, service, equipment, etc.

that will enable the entrepreneur to begin a business. A business opportunity

consists of four integrated elements all of which are to be present within the

same time frame before it can be claimed as a business opportunity.

These four elements are:       

                                       The means to fulfil the need

       

                                       A method to apply the means to fulfil the need

       

                                       A method to benefit

                                           

                                          



With any one of the elements missing, a business opportunity may be developed,

by finding the missing element. Finding good ideas and converting them into

opportunities is a conscious, deliberate and creative process. Business

opportunities can arise when entrepreneurs use their skills, expertise or

entrepreneurial insights to provide a product or service to the market. Solving

existing need, wants and problems in the communities or rural areas could all

provide opportunities to start a business.



Irrespective of the economic sector, statistics

from various national surveys all suggest that,

on average seven in ten enterprises started

every year do not live to celebrate their second

anniversary. In 2003-2004, a third of Ugandan

adults (30%) had shut down business in only

twelve months.

Ugandan entrepreneurs have a
reputation of being unimaginative
and selling similar products and
services, leading to cut-throat
competition. (Copy-cat culture).



The Three main

reasons why

businesses fail are

attributed to ;

(ii) and lack of simple analysis to

determine the profitability and viability

of a business idea.

(i) lack of basic research

(i) lack of knowledge of

customer needs

Regardless of whether you’re starting

or expanding your business, market

research is vital to understanding your

target market and increasing sales.



Fulfill a need

You may have decided that you want to do business but you are not sure which business you

want to get into. Business ideas are all around us. There are many places to start searching for

ideas. Sometimes, it is an ongoing process where we are generally on the lookout for great

new ideas.

The following are some of the ways you can identify good business ideas:

Maslow identifies 5 human needs: survival; safety; love; esteem; self-actualization. Think of

products and services created to meet these needs and build on those (trade, provide or make).



Make People’s Life Easier

Coming up with business ideas doesn’t mean you have to

focus on inventing new products or services. You could just

as easily adapt an existing service or introduce a new

benefit that makes peoples’ lives easier. Start looking at the

things around you and asking, how could this be easier? Less

stressful, more pleasant to use?

Make Boring Tasks More Pleasant

Come up with small ways to reward people for taking an

action/s. What do you hate doing? How could you make

itmore enjoyable? How can I get all my bills and pay them

easily. Know of any solutions? E.g. e-bills; e-payments; Hello

Food; Uber; etc



Solve problems

The easiest way to come up with business ideas is to solve problems you have. The second

easiest is to solve problems others have. Many of the products you have become used to using

were actually invented to solve a problem. For example Google, Hello Food; DHL; Mobile Money

etc.

Solve things that may become Problems

Why not think of solving problems that will exist, but don’t yet? At present, there are numerous

potential problems with obvious solutions. E.g. declining natural resources; lack of low-cost

housing; over-crowded streets etc.



Turn a hobby or your passion into a business

Teach others to do what you lov. Sell, import or produce

accessories of enthusiasts in your hobby. Teach the business

of the hobby e.g. cooking. Speak or write about your hobby

for money. Create a tour or performances series around

your hobby e.g. bike tour for tourists, boat rides etc. Consult.

Steal others’ ideas & improve.

There is no shame in this. In fact most good ideas are built

upon someone else’s idea. Many products or services are

improvements of older versions. The key point is not to just

copy and “paste”. Rather copy and “improve”. There is

always some “new value” you can add to be different



Adapt to Changing or Evolving Needs

THuman needs stay the same: food; water and shelter. What doesn’t stay the same are the

products and services it takes to fulfill these needs. The easiest products to market are also

products that fulfill a real or contemporary need. E.g. health diets; fruits; low-fat; frozen, dried

etc.

Save people Money

Another great way to come up with ideas is to think about saving people money. If you can

figure out how to save people money, you’ll have a good business idea, new or not.



Start a new product or service

Find out through simple research what product or service is

currently not available but is demanded and introduce it.

You can also be creative and innovative and come up what

is “novel” or “unique”.

Past Work Experience

If you have been working somewhere for the past few years,

you have obviously been doing something right to still be on

the payroll. During this time, you have gained experience in

your field and been professionally exposed to various other

fields. You have developed contacts both within your

company and also elsewhere in the industry. You have

picked up skills and may also have received training in a

specialized subject. Figure out what have you learned

in all those years and how does that help you to choose a

good business to start.



Friends and Family

Consulting friends and family members can be a great idea to look for ideas. Those close to you

might have also thought of starting a business. You can take advantage of their work experience

and interests to generate ideas and they would also be useful in the analysis of these ideas.

Travel

Ideas may develop when you travel to different parts of the country or to different countries and

see different ways of doing things or products that may work at home. Travel makes you aware

of the alternatives.



Books and Magazines

You can pick up a lot from business publications and

periodicals. They write on current trends in industry, best

practices, legal issues, and general business environment.

Business magazines are good sources of knowledge but you

can gain from reading general interest magazines too. They

keep you in touch with the latest trends and happenings.

The Web

The Internet has today become the most important search

tool. Use the search engines effectively and visit relevant

sites. Get information in the virtual world and use it in

conjunction with what you can gather in the real world. The

Net has made life a lot easier.
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